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properties. For example, onsider the obvious reursive for-mulation of matrix multipliation shown in Figure 1. In asingle reursive step, this multipliation an be broken downinto eight smaller matrix multipliations (the four matrixaddition operations an be done as part of the subproblemsby aumulating the subproblem results diretly into theC matrix). Eah of the multipliation subproblems has es-sentially the same reuse properties as the original problem,but with a working set that is four times smaller, assumingequal-size submatries. E�etively, the original problem hasbeen bloked for eah of the three loops. A seond reursivedivision would then provide a seond level of bloking foreah loop, and so on. The reursive algorithm therefore hasthe data reuse harateristis of a bloked algorithm thatis simultaneously bloked at many di�erent levels, in e�etproviding a hierarhy of working sets. Many other divide-and-onquer algorithms exhibit a similar property.Reently, other researhers have obtained both experi-mental and theoretial results that bear out these obser-vations, showing signi�ant performane bene�ts of reur-sive algorithms on both uniproessor ahe hierarhies andon shared-memory systems. In partiular, Gustavson andElmroth [13, 9℄ have demonstrated signi�ant performanebene�ts from reursive versions of Cholesky and QR fator-ization, and Gaussian elimination with pivoting. For exam-ple, a single reursive version of Cholesky replaes both thelevel-2 and level-3 LAPACK versions and outperforms bothon an IBM RS-6000 workstation (by as muh as a fator of3 ompared with the level-2 version) [13℄. Leiserson's grouphas observed signi�ant improvements in memory loalityby using reursive algorithms on uniproessor ahe hier-arhies, on page-based software distributed shared memorysystems, and for preserving loality while doing dynamiload-balaning in shared memory systems [21, 10℄. Some al-gorithms they studied inlude FFT, matrix transpose, ma-trix multipliation, and sorting. Furthermore, they haveshown that \ahe-oblivious" divide-and-onquer algorithmsprovide asymptotially optimal performane on multi-levelahe hierarhies (optimal in terms of moving data betweendi�erent levels of ahe) [10℄. All these results argue thatreursive omputational strutures have the potential to ad-dress one of the ritial performane hallenges in urrentand future systems, at least for the above types of odes.Most existing appliations, however, are not expressed individe-and-onquer form, but use ordinary loops for express-ing iteration. Manually onverting suh odes to a reursiveform (even without any hange in the underlying algorithm)would be a laborious and error-prone proess. Furthermore,di�erent reursive forms would usually be needed for unipro-essor and parallel arhitetures. If ompiler tehniquesould be used to perform the onversion automatially (orwith guidane from the programmer), they would greatly



C = A�B�C1;1 C1;2C2;1 C2;2 � = �A1;1 A1;2A2;1 A2;2 �� �B1;1 B1;2B2;1 B2;2 �C1;1 = A1;1B1;1 + A1;2B2;1C1;2 = A1;1B1;2 + A1;2B2;2C2;1 = A2;1B1;1 + A2;2B2;1C2;2 = A2;1B1;2 + A2;2B2;2Figure 1: Reursive formulation of matrix multipliation.simplify the programmer's task.As the prinipal ontribution of this paper, we presenta ompiler transformation that an be used to onvert or-dinary loop nests ontaining into reursive form automati-ally. The transformation has several potential appliations,although this paper fouses on using it to improve unipro-essor ahe performane. The transformation primarily re-lies on ordinary dependene analysis. It an be applied toarbitrary loop nests inluding imperfet loop nests, multi-ple onseutive loop nests, and loops ontaining ondition-als. (It is also fast as disussed further below.) We haveimplemented this transformation in the Rie dHPF om-piler infrastruture. The algorithm has suessfully trans-formed loop nests ontaining unexploited reuse into reur-sive form in several odes inluding matrix multipliation,Cholesky and LU fatorization without pivoting, and Er-lebaher, an impliit �nite-di�erening sheme for omput-ing partial derivatives. (Transforming the pivoting versionsof LU and Cholesky would require an additional analysisstep, as disussed in Setion 4.)A key step in our algorithm is based on a loop trans-formation tehnique alled iteration spae sliing, reentlydesribed by Pugh and Rosser [27, 28℄. Iteration spae sli-ing uses transitive dependene analysis on the dependenegraph to ompute the instanes of a partiular statementthat must preede or follow a given set of instanes of an-other statement. This is a powerful tehnique that we be-lieve ould have wide appliability in optimizing ompilers inthe future. Pugh and Rosser's algorithm is quite expensive,however, beause it uses a very general dependene repre-sentation, and beause it preomputes all transitive depen-denes in time O(N3) for a graph with N verties.A seond ontribution of this paper is an improved algo-rithm for transitive dependene analysis that is muh moreeÆient in pratie than the one used by Pugh and Rosser.In partiular, our algorithm makes two major improvements.First, it uses an eÆient and unorthodox matrix represen-tation of dependene diretions that greatly speeds up op-erations suh as onatenation and union on pairs of de-pendenes (de�ned in Setion 3). Our representation is lessdetailed but it does not appear to lose signi�ant informa-tion for ommon ases in pratie. Seond, our algorithmomputes transitive dependene information to a single des-tination node on demand, and for many odes it is able toompute all transitive dependenes inident on a partiularstatement in time that is lose to linear in the size of thedependene graph. (although it an still require time thatis O(N3) for worst ase graphs, as desribed in Setion 3).Together, these improvements allow us to transform benh-marks with a few thousand lines of ode in a few minutes,and (we believe) make iteration spae sliing (as well as the

reursion transformation) pratial even for large odes.Finally, we evaluate the bene�ts of the reursion trans-formation using measurements of several matrix odes (men-tioned above) on a uniproessor SGI workstation with a two-level ahe hierarhy. Compared with the original unblokedversions of the same odes, the generated reursive odesare faster by fators of 3x, 4x and 5x in LU, Cholesky andmatrix-multiply. The reursive odes perform omparablywith one and two-level bloked versions of matrix-multiply,and outperform a one-level bloked version of LU fatoriza-tion. We observe, however, that the reursive versions su�erfrom similar problems with onit misses as does bloking,and require similar strategies (e..g, bu�er opying) to reduesuh misses [17, 8, 12℄.The next setion desribes our algorithm for the reur-sion transformation, assuming transitive dependene infor-mation exists. Setion 3 desribes our improved algorithmfor transitive dependene analysis. The subsequent setionspresent our experimental results, ompare our results withrelated work, and then onlude with a brief summary anddesription of future work.2 Reursion TransformationGiven a ode segment onsisting of one or more onseu-tive loop nests, the reursion transformation reates one ormore reursive proedures (for groups of related statements)and transforms the original ode to inlude initial alls tothese proedures. Although memory hierarhy optimizationis the primary fous of this paper, the transformation anbe used for di�erent purposes by replaing four spei� de-ision steps listed in setion 2.2. The ore analysis and odegeneration steps, however, need not hange. Below, we �rstpresent the reursion transformation in a general framework,and then desribe how we perform the four deision stepsfor the spei� goal of improving ahe performane of se-quential odes.The general strategy of the algorithm an be introduedusing the loop nest from LU shown in Figure 3. The �-nal generated ode is shown in Figure 4. The algorithm�rst piks statement s2 in LU as a \key" statement thatwill be used to drive the transformation. The j and i loopssurrounding s2 are hosen to be enumerated reursively, sothat there are four reursive alls. The reursive proedureis parameterized by formal parameters (lbj , ubj , lbi, ubi)representing the bounds of these reursive loops, i.e., repre-senting the iterations f(i; j) j lbj � j � ubj ^ lbi � i � ubig.The goal is to exeute these iterations of s2 with a singlerepresentative all to the proedure (alled the \urrent"reursive all). The key analysis step in the algorithm is todetermine whih iterations of every statement (inluding s2)in the original ode must be exeuted within the same all tothe reursive proedure, in order to preserve dependenes.This step diretly uses the results of transitive dependeneanalysis. The resulting symboli iteration sets are used di-retly to generate the ode for the reursion base ase, asshown in Figure 4. Finally, additional ode is synthesizedfor the reursive alls, and an IF statement is synthesizedto deide whether the base ase has been reahed. Thisloop nest will be used as a running example to illustrate thedetails of the algorithm.Before desribing the algorithm, we �rst introdue somenotation and terminology.



2.1 Notation and De�nitionsDe�nition 1. A reursive loop is a loop whose itera-tion spae will be enumerated reursively. A gener-ated reursive proedure with N reursive loops willbe parameterized by the formal parameters ~Rformal =(lb1; ub1; : : : ; lbN ; ubN ).De�nition 2. Let ~ratual denote an arbitrary vetor of a-tual values (symboli expressions) for the parameters~Rformal. In the algorithm below, a single suh ~ratualmay denote a range of iterations exeuted over severalreursive alls.De�nition 3. For eah statement s that has been inludedin a reursive proedure, we de�ne three symboli it-eration sets:Current(s) = iteration set of s that must be exeutedin the \urrent" reursive all.Previous(s)=Future(s) = the iteration set of s thatmust be exeuted before/after the urrent reur-sive all respetively.All these iteration sets are impliitly parameterizedby the formal parameters of the reursive proedure,~Rformal. For some atual (symboli) parameter values~ratual, we an ompute spei� instanes of these sets,whih we denote as Current(s)[~ratual℄.De�nition 4. For eah pair of statements (s1; s2), we de�netwo funtions:Before(s1,s2)[I℄ = the iteration set of s1 that mustbe exeuted before the iteration set I of s2.After(s1,s2)[I℄ = the iteration set of s1 that must beexeuted after the iteration set I of s2.After[℄ is the inverse funtion of Before[℄. These twofuntions apture the transitive dependene betweenstatements s1 and s2, and are omputed on demand bythe transitive dependene analysis algorithm desribedin setion 3.All the iteration sets or funtions desribed in this setionare represented as symboli integer sets or mappings usingthe Omega library [14℄.2.2 Overview of AlgorithmThe reursion transformation algorithm is shown in Fig-ure 2. To simplify the desription of the algorithm, we ini-tially ignore IF statements and loops with non-unit strides.Setion 2.3.3 desribes simple extensions to the algorithmto handle these issues.The major steps of the reursion transformation are asfollows. This desription losely follows the struture of thetop-level proedure Reursion-Transformation(C, D).(1) Choose a set of statements alled \key" statementsto drive the algorithm (KeyStmts in Figure 2). Multiplekey statements an be inluded in a single reursive pro-edure, allowing us to apture more reuse. Furthermore,separate groups of independent statements an be put intoseparate reursive proedures generated from di�erent keystatements. For eah key statement skey 2 KeyStmts thathas not yet been inluded in any of the already generatedreursive proedures, try to reate a reursive proedure forit through the following steps.(2) Choose a subset of the loops surrounding skey (Rloopsin Figure 2) to enumerate reursively. These will be the re-ursive loops with parameters lbk and ubk as in De�nition 1above.

(3) Deide the order of making reursive alls (Rorder inFigure 2). Reursive alls at all levels are made aording tothis order. For example, in the ase of LU in Figure 3, loopsj and i are hosen as the reursive loops, and the reursiveorder spei�es simply that i is divided before j and the twohalves of eah loop are exeuted in forward order.(4) Compute a set Rstmts that holds all the statementsthat should be inluded in the reursive proedure. For eahstatement s 2 Rstmts, ompute Current(s), i.e., the sym-boli iteration set of s that must be exeuted in a singlereursive all. Both of these are done by funtion Compute-Iter-Sets whih uses information from transitive dependeneanalysis, i.e., theBefore andAftermappings de�ned above.(5) The algorithm never fails to ompute a legal iterationset Current(s) for any statement. The way failure ours,however, is that the iteration sets may not be suÆiently re-dued (e.g., in the worst ase, all the iterations will simply beexeuted in a single reursive all). Therefore, we examineCurrent(s)8s 2 Rstmts to determine whether the trans-formation will be pro�table (this is done within funtionBakward-Sliing). If the transformation is unpro�table, anempty set of statements, Rstmts, is returned.(6) If Rstmts 6= ;, we have a legal, pro�table transfor-mation. Create-Reur-Pro(Rstmts; ~Rformal; Rorder) re-ates a reursive proedure with parameters ~Rformal thatreursively exeutes Current(s), 8s 2 Rstmts. Transform-Original-Code(C;Rstmts;Rloops) transforms the original odeso that all statement instanes inluded in the reursive pro-edure are replaed by an initial all to the proedure.The above proess is repeated for all remaining key state-ments. All statement instanes inluded in a previously re-ated reursive proedure are exluded (by subtrating themfrom the \original" iteration sets) when proessing the nextkey statement. This ensures that the above algorithm neverdupliates any statement instanes.1The ore of the algorithm is in steps (4) and (6), andthese are desribed in more detail in Setions 2.3 and 2.4.The remaining four steps depend on the partiular goal ofthe transformation and the spei�s of these steps for im-proving ahe performane are desribed in Setion 2.5.2.3 Computing Iteration SetsIn Figure 2, the funtion Compute-Iter-Sets omputesCurrent(s), Previous(s) and Future(s) for eah statements that should be inluded in the reursive proedure for apartiular key statement skey. The funtion uses a teh-nique alled \iteration spae sliing" [28℄ to ompute theseiteration sets. This tehnique is analogous to \program sli-ing" [26℄, exept that it operates on iteration sets (i.e., in-stanes) of statements rather than entire statements. For agiven set of iterations, I0, of a statement S0, iteration spaesliing omputes the spei� set of iterations of eah state-ment s that must exeute before (bakward iteration spaesliing) or after (forward iteration spae sliing) the giveniterations of S0. These an be omputed simply by applyingthe Before and After funtions de�ned earlier, whih areobtained from transitive dependene analysis.For the reursion transformation, skey serves as S0 andthe iteration set de�ned by the parameters ~Rformal is I0.The three iteration sets of skey are �rst initialized as follows.Restrit-Bounds(skey; ~Rformal) initializes Current(skey) by1This does not apply to IF statements and DO loop headers. Side-e�ets in these statements are handled as desribed in Setion 2.3.3.



do k = 1, N - 1do i = k + 1, Ns1: A(i, k) = A(i,k) / A(k,k)J: do j = k+1, NI: do i = k + 1, Ns2: A(i, j) = A(i,j) - A(i,k) � A(k,j)Initial deisions:skey = s2Rloops = fJ; Ig~Rformal = (lbJ ; ubJ ; lbI ; ubI)Rorder = (lbJ ;mJ ; lbI ;mI)! (lbJ ;mJ ;mI + 1; ubI )!(mJ + 1; ubJ ; lbI ;mI )! (mJ + 1; ubJ ;mI + 1; ubI)Compute-Iter-Sets:Fpars = f(ubJ + 1; N; 2; N); (lbJ ; ubJ ; ubI + 1; N)gPpars = f(2; lbJ � 1; 2;N); (lbJ ; ubJ ; 2; lbI � 1)gBefore(s1; s2) = f(k; j; i)! (k0; i0) j k0 � k; i0 � igBefore(s2; s2) = f(k; j; i)! (k0; j0; i0) j k0 � k; j0 � j; i0 � ig
Current(s2) = f(k; j; i) j 1 � k � min(ubJ ; ubI)� 1; max(k + 1; lbJ ) � j � ubJ ; max(k + 1; lbI ) � i � ubIgPrevious(s2) = f(k; j; i) j 1 � k � lbJ � 2; k + 1 � j � lbj�1; k + 1 � I � N or 1 � k � min(ubJ � 1; lbI�2); max(k + 1; lbJ ) � j � ubJ ; k + 1 � i � lbI � 1gBakward-Sliing:Previous(s2) = Before(s2; s2)[Previous(s2)℄Before(s2; s2)[Current(s2)℄ = f(k; j; i) j 1 � k � min(ubJ ;ubI )� 1; k + 1 � j � ubJ ; k + 1 � i � ubIgBefore(s1; s2)[Current(s2)℄ = f(k; i) j 1 � k � min(ubJ ;ubI )� 1; k + 1 � i � ubIgPrevious(s1) = Before(s1; s2)[Previous(s2)℄= f (k; i) j 1 � k � lbJ � 2; k + 1 � i � N or 1 � k� min(ubJ � 1; lbI � 2); k + 1 � i � lbI � 1 gCurrent(s1) = Before(s1; s2)[Current(s2)℄� Previous(s1)= f(k; i) j max(lbJ ; lbI )� 1 � k � min(ubj ; ubI)� 1;max(k + 1; lbI) � I � ubIgFigure 3: Computed Iteration Sets of LU�rst onstruting the original iteration set of skey, then re-striting the iteration range of eah reursive loop lk to bewithin the lower and upper reursive bound parameters lbkand ubk. To initialize Previous(skey) and Future(skey),we �rst ompute the iterations of the reursive loops thatpreede or follow the iterations ~Rformal in the reursive allorder (Ppars and Fpars). We then initialize Previous(skey)by substituting eah ~ratual 2 Ppars for ~Rformal inCurrent(skey) and taking the union of the resulting sets(Future(skey) is initialized similarly).For example, in Figure 3, Current(s2) is �rst initial-ized by restriting the original iteration set of s2 with theparameters in ~Rformal. Previous(s2) an then be om-puted by �rst replaing lbJ ; ubJ ; lbI ; ubI in Current(s2) with(2; lbJ � 1; 2; N) and (lbJ ; ubJ ; 2; lbI � 1) respetively, thentaking the union of the two iteration sets obtained.Rstmts is initialized with the empty set instead of on-taining skey. This will ause the three iteration sets ofskey to be reomputed and examined for pro�tability inBakward-Sliing. This is neessary to guarantee the or-retness and pro�tability of the hosen key statement.In Figure 2, Bakward-Sliing is alled �rst within Compute-Iter-Sets. Bakward-Sliing and Forward-Sliing then alleah other repeatedly until no more statements should beinluded in Rtmts. These two funtions are desribed next.2.3.1 Bakward Reursion SliingThis step is neessary to guarantee the orretness of thetransformation. It ensures that any omputation that mustexeute before a partiular iteration I of statement skey iseither performed in the same reursive all as I(skey) orin previous reursive alls. Later on, the ode generationstep ensures that the original order among Current(s) 8s 2Rstmts is preserved within eah reursive all. Taken to-gether, these ensure that no semantis of the original odewill be violated.In Figure 2, Reahable-Into(D; skey) returns all the state-ments that have some dependene paths into skey in thedependene graph. Subtrating Rstmts gives AddStmts,the additional statements that need to be inluded in thereursive proedure.For an arbitrary statement s 2 AddStmts, Before(s,skey) [Previous(skey)℄ gives the iteration set of s that mustexeute before the iteration set of skey in previous reursivealls. This is exatly the iteration set of s that must exeute

before the urrent reursive all (i.e., Previous(s)). Simi-larly, Before(s; skey)[Current(skey)℄ gives the iteration setof s that must exeute before or during the urrent reur-sive all. The di�erene of these two sets gives the iterationset of s that must exeute during the urrent reursive all(Current(s)). One Current(s) is omputed, Future(s)an be omputed as [~ratual2FparsCurrent(s)[~ratual℄. (Thisis used later in Forward-Sliing.)Consider the ode of LU in Figure 3. Initially Rstmts =;, AddStmts = Reahable-Into(D; s2) = fs1; s2g. Reom-puting Previous(s2) = Before(s2,s2) [Previous(s2)℄ andCurrent(s2) = Before(s2; s2)[Current(s2)℄�Previous(s2)produes no hange. Previous(s1) and Current(s1) are alsoomputed using expression Before(s1; s2) [Previous(s2)℄ andBefore(s1; s2) [Current(s2)℄�Previous(s1) respetively.At this point, the omputed iteration sets are veri�edfor pro�tability. If Profitable (Current(s)) returns falsefor any statement s, none of the statements in AddStmtswill be added into Rstmts. If all the veri�ations sueed,we union Rstmts with AddStmts, and apply forward sliingfrom AddStmts so that other statements that use the valuesomputed by AddStmts an also be inluded.2.3.2 Forward Reursion SliingForward sliing is not neessary for orretness, and istherefore an optional pass. The goal of forward sliing is tokeep together iterations of statements that use values om-puted by the iterations Current(s) of all statements alreadyinluded in the reursive proedure. If this step is used,however, it must again invoke bakward sliing for eah ad-ditional statement that is inluded in Rstmts to guaranteethat any previous values required for these additional state-ments will be omputed �rst. If bakward sliing fails forany of the additional statements, we simply don't inludeit in Rstmts. This proess of forward and bakward sliingould be repeated as long as it terminates with a pass ofbakward sliing.The funtion Forward-Sliing is similar to Bakward-Sliing.It �rst uses Reahable-From(D; AddStmts) to identify allthe statements having some inoming dependene paths fromstatements in AddStmts, then uses After funtions insteadof Before funtions to ompute the Future and Currentiteration sets. Forward-Sliing starts not just from onestatement skey but from the set of statements, AddStmts,when omputing the Future and Current iteration sets for



Reursion-Transformation(C;D)C:original ode; D: dependene graphKeyStmts = Choose-Key-Statements (C;D)while KeyStmts 6= ; doextrat next statement skey from KeyStmtsif (skey has been already proessed) then ontinue// reursively omputing key statement skeyRloops = Choose-Reur-Loops (C;D; skey)~Rformal = Create-Reur-Params (Rloops)Rorder = Deide-Reur-Order (C;D;Rloops)Rstmts =Compute-Iter-Sets(D; skey; ~Rformal; Rorder)// ode transformationif (Rstmts 6= ;) thenCreate-Reur-Pro (Rstmts; ~Rformal; Rorder)Transform-Orig-Code (C;Rstmts;Rloops)Compute-Iter-Sets (D; skey; ~Rformal; Rorder)D: dependene graph; skey: key statement;~Rformal: reursive params; Rorder: reur all order;return: stmts to be inluded in reursive proedurePpars = Previous-Reur-Calls (Rorder; ~Rformal)Fpars = Future-Reur-Calls (Rorder; ~Rformal)Current(skey) = Restrit-Bounds (skey; ~Rformal)Previous(skey) = [~ratual2PparsCurrent(skey)[~ratual℄Future(skey) = [~ratual2FparsCurrent(skey)[~ratual℄Rstmts = ;Bakward-Sliing (D; skey;Rstmts; Ppars; Fpars)return RstmtsBakward-Sliing(D;skey;Rstmts; Ppars; Fpars)D: dependene graph; skey: key statement;Rstmts: statements already proessed;Ppars;Fpars: params for previous/future reur-allsAddStmts = Reahable-into(D; skey)�Rstmtsif (AddStmts == ;) then returnfor eah statement s 2 AddStmts doPrevious(s) = Before(s; skey)[Previous(skey)℄Current(s) = Before(s; skey)[Current(skey)℄Current(s) = Current(s)� Previous(s)Future(s) = [~ratual2FparsCurrent(s)[~ratual℄if (! Profitable[Current(s)℄) then return ;Rstmts = Rstmts [ AddStmtsForward-Sliing (D;AddStmts; Rstmts; Ppars; Fpars)Forward-Sliing (D;AddStmts; Rstmts; Ppars; Fpars)AddStmts: stmts to start forward sliing;Rstmts: statements already proessed;Ppars;Fpars: params of previous/future reur-allsExtraStmts =Reahable-From(D;AddStmts) �Rstmtsfor eah statement s 2 ExtraStmts doif (s 2 Rstmts) then ontinueFuture(s) = Current(s) = ;for eah statement ss 2 StartStmts doFuture(s)[ = After(s; ss)[Future(ss)℄Current(s)[ = After(s; ss)[Current(ss)℄Current(s) = Current(s)� Future(s)Previous(s) = [~ratual2PparsCurrent(s)[~ratual℄Bakward-Sliing (D; s;Rstmts; Ppars; Fpars)Figure 2: Reursion Transformation Algorithm

a statement s 2 ExtraStmts. It is therefore important tounion together information for all the transitive dependenepaths from AddStmts to s.In Figure 3, The Future iteration sets are not shown.Beause both s1 and s2 are already inluded in Rstmts,there are no leftover statements. The algorithm terminateswithout doing any forward sliing.2.3.3 Conditionals and Non-Unit StridesControl dependenes are a little more diÆult to handlethan data dependenes. In partiular, for a ontrol depen-dene from  to s (both within the same loop), we must keep and s together within the same loop iteration, in additionto preserving their order. This extra requirement ould bemodeled in transitive dependene analysis by adding depen-dene edges both from  to s and s to . This, however,reates a strongly onneted omponent involving all state-ments ontrol-dependent on  and, therefore, none of thesestatements would be transformed.To avoid suh restritions, we identify four ases:1. An IF statement ontrolling a jump out of one or moreloops: The iterations of suh loops annot be reordered,and therefore the reursion transformation is not legalfor suh loops (and neither is bloking). For now, wesimply ignore any loop nest ontaining suh a jump.The remaining ases therefore only onsider blok-struturedontrol ow.2. An IF statement enlosing all loops in the input pro-gram fragment: Suh an IF statement an simply beignored while transforming the loop nests into reur-sive proedures.3. An IF statement with no loops enlosed within it: Suhan IF statement an be handled simply by adding thedependene yle as desribed above. Foring all state-ments ontrol-dependent on the IF to be exeuted to-gether is not a signi�ant restrition in this ase.4. An IF statement with loops inside and outside it, themost omplex ase. We handle suh statements with-out inluding them in Rstmts in Figure 2. For eahdata dependene inident on suh an IF statement ,a data dependene edge is added to eah statement sontrol dependent on , as if  is an integral part ofstatement s. After Current(s) 8s 2 Rstmts are om-puted, we ompute the Current iteration set of the IFstatement  as [s:!sCurrent(s).The transformation algorithm may dupliate either an IFstatement or a DO statement in two di�erent reursive pro-edures. To orretly aount for side-e�ets into ontrolow statements, a preproessing step pulls out all expres-sions from DO loop bounds and from IF statements, andassigns them to temporary variables just before eah DO orIF statement. (We assume Fortran DO loop semantis, i.e.,that loop bounds are evaluated before beginning exeutionof a loop, so that there are no side e�ets when exeutingthe loop header itself.) This also ensures that all data de-pendenes into the original DO or IF statement are orretlyhandled. If a ontrol-ow statement is dupliated and anyof the expressions have side-e�ets, array expansion wouldbe needed to pre-ompute and store the values of the tem-porary variables for a range of loop iterations.Finally, loops with non-unit strides are straightforwrd tohandle. When onstruting the Before and After funtions(see setion 3), we restrit the domain and range of these



funtions to the original iteration sets of the loops. Thisdiretly imposes the neessary stride onstraint on all theiteration sets omputed thereafter. Sine the initial all tothe reursive proedure starts with the orret loop bounds,only the required loop iterations are exeuted.2.4 Code GenerationOne we have suessfully omputed the iteration sets,we reate a reursive proedure inluding all the statementsin Rstmts, with formal parameters ~Rformal reated in step(2) of Setion 2.2.The ode for the base ase of the reursion is generatedby restriting the iteration set of eah statement s 2 Rstmtsto Current(s). We use Omega's algorithm for ode gener-ation from multiple mappings whih, given a vetor of it-eration sets for the statements in a loop nest, diretly syn-thesizes a loop nest to enumerate exatly those instanes ofthe statements while preserving the lexiographi order ofstatement instanes [15℄. The tehniques we use are similarto those desribed for ode generation in [1℄.To generate ode for the reursive alls, we divide theranges of all reursive loops. For example, one simple hoieis to divide eah range by half. Given m reursive loopswith bound parameters lb1; ub1; :::; lbm; ubm, this means to�nd the middle points (lbi + ubi)=2, and make 2m deeperreursive alls. The order of reursive alls is deided byfuntion Deide-Reur-Order in Figure 2.After reating the reursive proedure, we insert an ini-tial all to the proedure before the original ode segment,passing the original loop bounds of the reursive loops as a-tual parameters (say, ~roriginal). It is important to plae theinitial all before all other statements beause the forward-sliing step is not neessarily performed, so that some state-ment instanes that use values omputed in a reursive pro-edure may be left out of that proedure.The original ode needs to be transformed so that allthe iterations of statements already exeuted in the initialall will not be exeuted again. We transform the origi-nal ode by only exeuting the leftover iterations of eahstatement s 2 Rstmts, whih is omputed by subtratingCurrent(s)[~roriginal℄ from the original iteration set of s. Wegenerate ode for these leftover iteration sets using the sametehnique as generating ode for the base ase of the reur-sion.Figure 4 shows the pseudo ode of the generated reur-sive proedure for LU based on the omputed iteration setsin Figure 3. Beause there are no leftover iterations for ei-ther s1 or s2, the original ode is ompletely replaed withan initial all to LU-reur.2.5 Transformation Deisions For LoalityIn this setion, we desribe how we speialize steps 1,2, 3 and 5 listed earlier to improve ahe performane forsequential programs running on mahines with one or morelevels of ahe.Choosing Key Statements We hoose key statements to bethose statements arrying reuse that is not being exploitedbeause the data size swept between reuses is larger thanthe ahe size. All of these identi�ed andidate key state-ments are put into the set KeyStmts in Figure 2. Beauseany statement skey 2 KeyStmts already inluded in somereursive proedure will not be proessed again, we an in-

all LU-reur(1, N, 1, N)subroutine LU-reur(lbJ , ubJ , lbI , ubI)if (stop reursive all) thendo k = 1, min(N - 1, ubI -1, ubJ -1)if (k � max(lbJ -1, lbI -1)) thendo i = max(k + 1, lbI), min(N, ubI)s1: A(i, k) = A(i, k) / A(k,k)J: do j = max(k+1,lbJ), min(N, ubJ )I: do i = max(k+1,lbI), min(N, ubI )s2: A(i,j) = A(i,j) - A(i,k) � A(k,j)elsemJ = (lbJ + ubJ ) / 2mI = (lbI + ubI) / 2all LU-reur(lbJ ,mJ ,lbI ,mI )all LU-reur(lbJ ,mJ ,mI+1,ubI)all LU-reur(mJ+1,ubJ ,lbI ,mI)all LU-reur(mJ+1,ubJ ,mI+1,ubI)Figure 4: Reursive Code Generated for LULargeLoops = ;UnknownLoops = loops with large iteration rangefor eah array referene r dofor eah l 2 UnknownLoops surrounding r doif l does not arry reuse of r thenLargeLoops = LargeLoops [ flgUnknownLoops = UnknownLoops� flgif (LargeLoops == ;) then return ;KeyStmts = ;for eah statement s doLargeLevel(s) = deepest level of LargeLoops surrounding sReuseLevel(s) = outermost loop level of reuse arried by sif (ReuseLevel(s) < LargeLevel(s)) thenKeyStmts = KeyStmts [ fsgreturn KeyStmtsFigure 5: Choosing Key Statementslude redundant key statements without sari�ing eitherorretness or eÆieny.Figure 5 shows our algorithm to ompute KeyStmts.We identify reuse simply as data dependenes, inludinginput dependenes beause reuse on read referenes is im-portant. We identify loops that aess large volumes ofdata (LargeLoops in Figure 5) by analyzing the dependenegraph. If there is some array referene inside loop li thatdoes not arry any reuse (true, input or output dependene)at li, this means that the referene aesses a di�erent dataelement at eah iteration of li. Unless loop li has a knownsmall range of iterations, we assume that it aesses a largevolume of data.The more loops surrounding a key statement, the morereursive loops an be seleted, and therefore the more likelyCompute-Iter-Sets will sueed in reduing the iteration spaefor eah reursive all. In Figure 2, therefore, we extrat keystatements from KeyStmts in dereasing order of the num-ber of loops surrounding the key statements.Choosing Reursive Loops The goal here is to redue thesize of data swept between reuses of values. Therefore forany key statement skey with unexploited data reuse, wehoose reursive loops to be the loops surrounding skey thatause skey to aess a large volume of data between reuses,i.e., the loops in LargeLoops (skey) that are nested deeperthan ReuseLevel (skey) in Figure 5. By reduing the ranges



of these reursive loops in the iteration set of skey, the sizeof data aessed between reuses of skey would be redued.It is sometimes bene�ial to selet loops in LargeLoops(skey) outside ReuseLevel (skey) as reursive loops as well.This may improve inter-reuse among adjaent reursive pro-edure alls. For example in Matrix Multiply, we hooseall the three loops surrounding skey as reursive loops toahieve the hierarhial working set e�et in Figure 1. Weuse ompiler options to speify whether or not to inludethese additional outer loops when seleting reursive loops.Reursive Order and Termination The hoie of reursiveall orders an have signi�ant impat on inter-reuse arossadjaent reursive proedure alls. In our urrent imple-mentation, we divide the range of eah reursive loop intoapproximately half, and order the reursive alls so thatthe innermost reursive loop (in the original loop nest or-der) is divided �rst. This preserves the original loop order-ing aross reursive alls. However, this strategy does notalways produe the best performane. Deriving and om-paring di�erent strategies for hoosing the reursive orderrequires further researh.To stop reursion, we derive a symboli expression forthe approximate volume of data touhed by the outermostreursive loop in eah reursive all as a funtion of theformal parameters of the reursive proedure, taking reusewithin the ode into aount. We diretly exeute the baseode when the estimated data volume is smaller than someminimum volume threshold, spei�ed at runtime.Verifying Pro�tability For our purposes, the reursion trans-formation would not be pro�table if any statement s 2Rstmts ontinue to aess a large volume of data withina base-level reursive all. This is deided similarly to om-puting LargeLoops in Figure 5. If Current(s) has a largeiteration range at some loop level at or within the outer-most reursive loop, and there is some array referene in sthat does not arry any dependene at that loop level, thepro�tability veri�ation of Current(s) fails.3 Transitive Dependene AnalysisTransitive dependene analysis is a ore analysis teh-nique used by the reursion transformation. It omputesthe Before funtions de�ned in setion 2, and the Afterfuntions are omputed by inverting the Before funtions.For two arbitrary statements s1 and s2, Before(s1; s2)aptures dependene information for all paths from s1 to s2in the dependene graph. For most appliations, we requireattributes of these dependene paths (suh as diretion ve-tors), and therefore transitive dependene analysis is a pathsummary problem instead of simply a reahability problemon direted graphs. Previous work used symboli integer setsto represent and propagate transitive dependenes [22℄, andan adapted Floyd-Warshall algorithm to solve the all-pairspath summary problem up front. Beause integer set opera-tions are ostly, and the adapted Floyd-Warshall algorithmhas O(N3) omplexity in all ases for a graph with N nodes,the analysis is very expensive for real world programs.In this paper, we use a new dependene attribute repre-sentation { an Extended Diretion Matrix { to represent andpropagate dependene information. The omputed transi-tive dependenes are then translated into symboli integersets to be used as Before funtions in setion 2. The EDMrepresentation is less preise than the symboli integer set

representation, but it is muh more eÆient and we believeit will be suÆient for a large lass of programs and analysisproblems.We also developed a new demand-driven algorithm toompute the transitive dependenes to a single destinationvertex (transitive dependenes from a single soure vertexan be omputed similarly). The algorithm is independentof any spei� dependene representation, suh as EDM orinteger sets. Although our algorithm also has O(N3) worstase omplexity to ompute all-pairs path summaries, om-puting single destination transitive dependenes an be donein linear time on many dependene graphs in pratie.Below, we �rst desribe the new dependene representa-tion and how to translate it into symboli integer sets, thenpresent our algorithm for transitive dependene analysis.3.1 Transitive Dependene RepresentationConsider two statements s1 and s2 in a dependene graph(not neessarily in the same loop nest). We represent thetransitive dependene from s1 to s2 using a set of ExtendedDiretion Matries(EDMs), eah EDM representing a de-pendene relation along some paths from s1 to s2.The Extended Diretion Matrix Assuming that the itera-tion spaes of s1 and s2 are (I1,I2, : : : Im) and (J1,J2, : : :Jn)respetively, an EDM representing a dependene relationfrom s1 to s2 is an m� n matrix Dmn. Eah entry D[i; j℄,represents a dependene diretion ondition that must holdbetween iteration Ii of s1 and iteration Jj of s2. Eah en-try an have the following values: ;, =, <, �, >, �, 6=,�. These dependene diretion values have the traditionalmeaning, exept that ; means no ondition is required.The symboli integer set translated from Dmn is a map-ping from the iteration spae of s2 to the iteration spae ofs1, whih given an iteration set of s2, outputs those itera-tions of s1 that satisfy the onditionR(D) = ^1�i�m(_1�j�n(Ii D[i; j℄ Jj)) (1)where Ii � Jj = true, Ii ; Jj = false, other possible valuesfor D[i; j℄s are translated diretly as omparison operators(e.g., Ii � Jj).The EDM an be omputed similarly as traditional datadependenes. The only di�erene is that we need to omputedependene diretions among not only iterations of ommonloops, but also iterations of non-ommon loops. The extrainformation is important to preisely represent and prop-agate dependenes along paths involving statements insidenon-ommon loops, eg., the dependene between the k-j-iiteration of s2 and k-i iteration of s1 in LU in Figure 3.This enables global transitive dependene analysis as wellas ompiler transformations for whole proedures.The Extended Diretion Matrix an represent depen-dene information for both data and ontrol dependenes.For data dependenes, the diretion values have the mean-ing desribed above. For a ontrol dependene from s1 tos2, the EDM Dmn is de�ned to be:D[i; j℄ = 0 =0; if Ii = Jj (i:e:; are the same loop)0;0; if Ii 6= Jj ; Ii is a ommon loop0�0; if Ii is not a ommon loopHere, a ommon loop is one that surrounds both s1 and s2.We also de�ne a partiular lass of EDMs alled identityEDMs. An identity EDM Dmm models an identity depen-dene from a statement s to itself, de�ned as:D[i; j℄ =0=0 if i = j; 0;0 if i 6= j; 81 � i; j � m (2)



Operations on an EDM: The algorithm below requires om-puting the onatenation of two EDMs, Dmn = D1ml � D2ln,whih is de�ned by:D[i; j℄ = X1�k�l(D1[i; k℄ �D2[k; j℄) (3)If D1ml represents a dependene path p1 from s1 to s2, D2lnrepresents a dependene path p2 from s2 to s3, D1 � D2represents a dependene path from s1 to s3, going throughpath p1p2.The onatenation (�) and addition (+) operations ondependene diretions used in this equation are de�ned inFigure 6. In the equation, D1[i; k℄ � D2[k; j℄ omputes thedependene diretion ondition that must hold between loopli of s1 and loop Lj of s3, due to a dependene path pass-ing through loop Jk of s2. For example, if D1[i; k℄ = <and D2[k; j℄ = �, this means that Ii < Jk � Lj , there-fore D1[i; k℄ � D2[k; j℄ = < (i.e. Ii < Lj). The addition ondiretion values in equation 3 summarizes the dependenediretions from eah loop Ii of s1 to loop Lj of s3 due to allthe loops surrounding s2.Representing a Transitive Dependene Using EDMs: Atransitive dependene is represented by a set of EDMs, allhaving idential numbers of rows and olumns. We use Tmnto denote a transitive dependene from statement s1 to s2onsisting of a set of m � n EDMs, fD1mn; D2mn; : : :g. Thesymboli integer set representation of Tmn is a mapping from(J1; J2; : : : Jn) to (I1; I2; : : : Im) satisfyingR(T ) = (R(D1)) _ (R(D2)) _ : : : (4)where R(Di), i = 1; 2; : : : is de�ned in equation 1. Before(s1; s2)is simply R(T ).Three operations are de�ned for arbitrary transitive de-pendenes T 1 and T 2:T 1mn [ T 2mn = fDmnjD 2 T 1 or D 2 T 2g (5)T 1ml � T 2ln = fD1ml �D2ln j D1 2 T 1 and D2 2 T 2g (6)T �mm = T [ (T � T ) [ (T � T � T ) [ : : : (7)The union of T 1 and T 2 is used in the algorithm to om-bine dependene information along di�erent paths betweens1 and s2. The onatenation of T 1 and T 2 onatenatesall dependene paths in T 1 with all dependene paths inT 2. The transitive losure (�) operation omputes all ylesformed by paths in Tmm (from a statement s to itself). Thein�nite numbers of unions and onatenations in equation 7stop when a �xed point of T �mm is reahed.Finally, if we de�ne d1 � d2 , d1 + d2 = d2, where d1and d2 are dependene diretions, the set of diretion valuesforms a lattie of depth 4, shown in Figure 6. We de�neD1mn � D2mn if D1[i; j℄ � D2[i; j℄ 81 � i � m; 1 � j � n. IfD1mn � D2mn, the dependene modeled by D1 is a subset ofthat modeled by D2 . Given D1; D2 2 Tmn, we an simplifyTmn by removing D1. In pratie, transitive dependenesusually only ontain a few diretion matries after simpli-�ation, enabling all operations on transitive dependenesto be done within some small onstant time (assuming themaximum loop depth is bounded by a small onstant).3.2 Transitive Dependene Analysis AlgorithmFigure 7 shows the algorithm that performs transitive de-pendene analysis for a single destination vertex. The fun-tion Transitive-Dependene-Analysis �rst preproesses the
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;��	 ?��R< = >?PPPPPq��	 ?��	 ?� � 6=��R ?��	�Figure 6: Operations on Dependene DiretionsTransitive-Dependene-Analysis(G; v)G: dependene graphv: destination vertexif (G has not been preproessed) thenPreproess-Cyles(G)Compute-Path-Summaries(G;v)Preproess-Cyles(G)G: dependene graph// transforming G into DAGFind-SCCs(G;SCC;BakEdges)for eah s 2 SCC dofor eah vertex vi 2 s doif (9(p; vi) 2 BakEdges) thenv0i = Create-twin-vertex(vi)Change all (p; vi) 2 BakEdges to (p; v0i)// omputing yle info.// Let the reated twin verties be (v1; v01); : : : (vm; v0m)if (m == 0) ontinuefor i = 1;m dofor eah vertex p 2 s doCompute-Path-Summary-On-DAG(G;p; v0i)for k = 1; i� 1 dofor eah vertex p 2 s doT (p; v0i)[ = T (p; v0k) � C(vk ; v0k) � T (vk; v0i)C(vi; v0i) = (T (vi ; v0i) [ fidentity EDMg)�Compute-Path-Summaries(G;v)G: dependene graph, v: destination vertexfor eah s 2 SCC in reverse topologial order do// Let twin verties of s be (v1; v01); : : : (vm; v0m)for eah vertex p 2 s doCompute-Path-Summary-On-DAG(G;p; v)if (m == 0) then ontinuefor k = 1;m dofor eah vertex p 2 s doT (p; v)[ = T (p; v0k) � C(vk ; v0k) � T (vk ; v)Compute-Path-Summary-On-DAG(G;p; v)G: ayli dependene graphp: soure vertex, v: destination vertexT (p; p) = fidentity EDMgfor eah self-yle e = (p; p) doT (p; p) = T (p; p) [ fEDM(e)gT (p; p) = T (p; p)�if (p == v) then returnT (p; v) = ;if (p is before v in topologial order) thenfor eah edge e = (p; q) doif T (q; v) is not already omputed thenCompute-Path-Summary-On-DAG(G;q; v)T (p; v) = T (p; v) [ fEDM(e)g � T (q; v)T (p; v) = T (p; p) � T (p; v)Figure 7: Transitive Dependene Analysis
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Figure 8: Dependene Graph of LUdependene graph by alling Preproess-Cyles, then om-putes single destination transitive dependenes on demandfor eah given destination vertex v by alling Compute-Path-Summaries. The overall approah is to transform the graph(one) into an ayli graph (a DAG) by splitting ertainnodes, then to ompute path summaries on ayli paths inthe DAG, and then propagate path summaries around theyles in the original graph.Preproess-Cyles transforms the original dependene graphinto a DAG by breaking all yles. The funtion Find-SCCs uses the well-known Tarjan SCC algorithm to �ndall the strongly onneted omponents and identify all thebak edges (for simpliity, self-yles are not onsidered bakedges). For eah vertex vi whih has an inoming bak edge((p; vi) 2 BakEdges), we reate a new twin vertex v0i andhange all the bak edges (p; vi) to go into v0i instead. Be-ause all the bak edges now go to the new twin vertieswhih have no outgoing edges, all the original yles arebroken, exept for self-yles. The seond half of Preproess-Cyles summarizes yle information so that the yles anbe reovered later, and will be desribed below.Transitive dependenes into a single destination vertexare straightforward to ompute in linear time on a DAG,as shown in funtion Compute-Path-Summary-On-DAG. Inthis funtion, EDM(e) denotes the extended diretion ma-trix assoiated with edge e in the dependene DAG. Essen-tially, T (p; v) is omputed by �rst omputing the transitivelosure of all the self yles into p (T (p; p)�), then onate-nating T (p; p) with the union of EDM(e) � T (q; v) for eahedge e : p! q.To ompute transitive dependenes in the original de-pendene graph, we need to further propagate informationomputed from the dependene DAG through the brokenyles2. In the seond part of Preproess-Cyles, for eahs 2 SCC with twin verties (v1; v01); : : : (vm; v0m), we pre-ompute two types of yle information:� T (p; v0i) 8 nodes p 2 s represents the transitive de-pendene from p to v0i, inluding all the original ylesinvolving v1; : : : vi�1. To ompute T (p; v0i), we �rstompute dependene information for the paths from pto v0i on the dependene DAG, then ompute T (p; v0i)as the union over all paths p; v0k ! vk ; : : :; v0k !vk ; v0i 81 � k < i. Note that v0k ! vk is onep-tually an edge with an identity EDM onneting thesplit verties vk and v0k, and vk ; : : : ; v0k inludesall yles involving v1; : : : vk. The ordering of twin ver-ties for eah SCC is ruial here, otherwise, we annotassume that C(vk; v0k) and T (p; v0k) have already been2Coneptually, this orresponds to restoring the original yles byadding an edge with identity EDM from eah new twin vertex v0i toits orresponding original vertex vi, thus obtaining a direted graphequivalent to the original dependene graph.

omputed orretly for all p 2 s; 1 � k < i.� C(vi; v0i) = (T (vi; v0i)[fidentity EDMg)� 8 1 � i � mrepresents the transitive dependene from vi to itself,inluding all the original yles involving v1; : : : vi.Funtion Compute-Path-Summaries then uses this in-formation to ompute transitive dependenes to an arbi-trary destination vertex v on the original dependene graph.This is done by omputing transitive dependenes for eahs 2 SCC at a time, and propagating dependenes throughbroken yles for eah vertex p 2 s. This step propagatestransitive dependenes through broken yles in the sameway as in the seond part of Preproess-Cyles, using theequationT (p; v) = T (p; v) [ T (p; v0k) � C(vk; v0k) � T (vk; v): (8)This equation omputes the union of T (p; v) with depen-dene information for all paths p ; v0k ; : : : ; vk ; v,where v0k ; : : :; vk inludes all yles involving v1; : : : vk,p; v0k and vk ; v inlude all yles involving v1; : : : vk�1.Figure 8 shows the dependene graph of the LU ode inFigure 3 both before and after preproessing. The originaldependene graph of LU has only one SCC, inluding bothverties s1 and s2. After preproessing, vertex s1 is split.T (s1; s01) = fd1g�fd4; d5g� �fd2; d3g, C(s1; s01) = (T (s1; s01)[fidentity EDMg)�. To ompute T (s1; s2), we �rst om-pute T (s1; s2) on the transformed DAG, whih yields fd1g �fd4; d5g�, then propagate the paths through broken yles,whih unions T (s1; s2) with C(s1; s10) � T (s1; s2). We anompute T (s2; s2) similarly.Let G = (V;E), where V and E are the numbers of ver-ties and edges in dependene graph G respetively. LetM(M � V ) denote the maximum number of twin vertiesreated for any SCC in G. Then, the omplexity of �ndingSCCs and reating twin verties is O(V +E), the omplex-ity of omputing yle information for eah SCC is O(V M2).Therefore the omplexity of Preproess-Cyles is O(V +E+VM2). The omplexity of Compute-Path-Summaries-On-DAG is O(V + E), the omplexity of propagating pathsthrough yles is O(VM). Therefore the omplexity of theCompute-Path-Summaries is O(V +E+VM). AlthoughMis O(V ) in the worst ase (e.g., for an SCC of size O(V )that is fully onneted), in pratie SCCs in the depen-dene graph are not densely onneted and only a smallnumber of nodes need to be split to break all yles in eahSCC. In suh ases, M an be assumed to be bounded bya small onstant, and both PreproessGraph and Compute-Path-Summaries would require time that is linear in the sizeof the graph, i.e., O(V +E).4 Experimental EvaluationThere is already a signi�ant body of experiene with re-ursive algorithms that has demonstrated the value of thisapproah for a number of di�erent appliations. Sine thekey innovation in our work is to automate the transforma-tion of omputations to reursive form within a ompiler,it is neessary to examine the appliability, ompile-timeost, and performane impat of the ompiler transforma-tion. We present preliminary results addressing these issuesusing both measurements and saled simulations of an ex-isting system.4.1 Benhmarks and Compiler PerformaneWe study two lasses of benhmark odes. First, weexamine three linear algebra odes, matrix multipliation



-60.20.40.60.81.0 Cyles in billions23 12 18 27mmo r b luo r b holo r erleo r -60.20.40.60.81.0 L1 misses in millions290 359 163 223mmo r b luo r b holo r erleo r -60.20.40.60.81.02.03.04.0 L2 misses in millions136 45 74 141mmo r b luo r b holo r erleo r(o-original version; b-one level bloked version; -two level bloked version; r-reursive version)(mm-1025*1025; lu-1024*1024; hol-1536*1536; erle: 256*256*256)Figure 9: Results from measurements on a uniproessor SGI workstation(mm), LU fatorization (lu), and Cholesky fatorization(hol). Loality transformations suh as bloking have tra-ditionally foused on these odes beause ahe behavior isritial in suh odes and beause they are very well suited tobloking. So far, we are only able to transform non-pivotingversions of LU and Cholesky. To implement either blokingor reursion for LU or Cholesky with pivoting, a ompilerwould need to reognize that row interhange and whole ol-umn update are ommutative [3℄. We are on�dent that, ina ompiler with that analysis, onversion to reursive formwould be possible for the pivoting versions.We also study one physial simulation appliation, Er-lebaher (erle), whih is an impliit �nite-di�erening shemefor omputing partial derivatives on a 3D disretized do-main. One interesting e�et shown in transforming Er-lebaher is that, when multiple di�erent loop nests are trans-formed into a single reursive proedure, the e�et is that ofperforming loop-fusion on those loop nests. This is beause,at a suÆiently low level in the reursion tree, the data pro-dued in the earlier loop nests stay in ahe to be reused bythe later loop nests within the same reursive all.We ompiled all the benhmarks essentially unmodi�ed.The ompiler was able to transform all loops ontaining un-exploited reuse in these benhmarks. All transformationdeisions (see setion 2.5) are made automatially. Code toestimate the e�etive data volume aessed by eah reur-sive all is also synthesized automatially. The data volumethreshold parameter used to ontrol the reursion depth isspei�ed at runtime. We present simulation results for dif-ferent values of this parameter. The same generated odefor eah benhmark was used for both measurement andsimulation experiments.We measured the ompile time for Erlebaher (the largestof the odes for whih we present results here) on a Sunserver with 250MHz. UltraSPARC-II proessors. Erlebaherhas 460 lines, and 10 loop nests are made reursive. Thetotal ompile time for this ode was 14.7 seonds, inlud-ing all I/O. A signi�ant part of that time is spent on basianalysis suh as ontrol-ow and dependene analysis (theseare unfortunately hard to isolate beause they happen in ademand-driven fashion in the ompiler). The single-loop-nest odes, matrix multiply and LU, are eah ompiled inunder 1 seond (total ompile time). Although these odesare small, the results show that the ompile time for eahindividual loop nest is extremely fast.4.2 Performane MeasurementsOur measurements were performed on an SGI worksta-tion with a 195 MHz. R10000 proessor, 256MB of mainmemory, separate 32KB �rst-level instrution and data ahes

(L1), and a uni�ed 1MB seond-level ahe (L2). Bothahes are two-way set-assoiative. The ahe line size is32 bytes in L1 and 128 bytes in L2. We used SGI's perfextool (whih is based on two hardware ounters) to ount thetotal number of yles and the L1 and L2 ahe misses. Werepeated eah measurement 5 or more times and present theaverage aross these runs. The variations aross runs wasvery small.Figure 9 presents performane measurements (yle times,L1 and L2 ahe misses) for the various benhmarks on theSGI workstation. In the graphs, we ompare the perfor-mane of the ompiler-generated reursive ode with theoriginal ode for eah benhmark, with one-and two-levelbloked versions of mm, and with a one-level bloked ver-sion of lu that we adopted from [5℄. In eah group of bars,the bars are saled relative to the tallest bar and the abso-lute value of the tallest bar is shown above it. (Note thatdi�erent groups of bars in the same graph may be saleddi�erently.)All the bloked versions were written by hand but shouldbe representative of what a sophistiated ompiler wouldprodue. We used odd matrix sizes for matrix multiply toredue ahe onit misses. We experimented with di�erentblok sizes and reursion base sizes and present the ones thatperformed best.Compared with the original unbloked odes, the reur-sion transformation provides large improvements in exeu-tion time in all ases exept erle. These range from a fatorof 1.2 in erle to fators of roughly 3, 4 and 5 for lu, hol andmm. In erle, the only bene�ts we observe are in fat fromloop fusion and not from the bloking e�et of reursion.(This was determined by disabling the loop fusion e�et,i.e., by foring the ompiler to transform only one loop nestat a time. Those results are not shown here.)Compared with the bloked versions, the reursion trans-formation is similar in performane to one-level and two-level bloking for mm, and performs about 25% better thanone-level bloking for lu.The ahe miss measurements show little improvementfrom either bloking or reursion in the L1 ahe omparedwith the original (and the bloked version of lu is signi�-antly worse). In the L2 ahe, however, both bloking andreursion show large improvements, exept for Erlebaher.The lak of bene�ts in the L1 ahe are diretly attributableto inreased onit misses, as the next setion illustrates.This sensitivity of onit misses to blok sizes is well knownfor bloking. In this ontext, it is interesting to explore thee�et of base reursion sizes on onit misses and on over-all performane. We used ahe simulation to study theseissues in more detail, as desribed next.
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-60.20.40.60.81.0 L1 misses in millions68 58ass-f1234567 ass-21234567 -60.20.40.60.81.02.03.0 L2 misses in millions9.1 8.7ass-f1234567 ass-21234567(e) reursive mm with di�erent base sizes(513=i for i = 1 to 7) -60.20.40.60.81.0 L1 misses in millions14 25ass-f1234567 ass-21234567 -60.20.40.60.81.02.03.0 L2 misses in millions2.9 3.4ass-f1234567 ass-21234567(f) reursive lu with di�erent base sizes(512=i for i = 1 to 7)Figure 10: Results from simulation of 2-way and fully-assoiative ahes4.3 Cahe SimulationWe used the Memory Hierarhy Simulator (MHSIM) fromRie University [19℄ to study the ahe performane of thereursive and bloked odes, fousing on mm and lu. Inorder to study ahe onits, we ompared a two-way as-soiative ahe with a fully assoiative one of the same to-tal apaity. In order to redue simulation time, we saleddown the benhmark problem sizes and saled down ahesizes proportionately, so that both the L1 and L2 aheswere 1=4 of the sizes on the SGI workstation used for themeasurements above (i.e., 8K L1 and 256K L2 ahes). Theline sizes were unhanged.Figure 10 presents simulation results, where �gures (a)-(b) present data on the e�et of ahe onits, ()-(d)present the e�et of di�erent blok sizes, and (e)-(f) presentthe e�et of di�erent reursion base sizes. The bars aresaled as in Figure 10. Briey, the primary observations wemake are as follows.First, for all the versions of mm and for the reursiveversion of lu, onit misses are muh more severe in theL1 than in the L2 ahe. This is as expeted beause theL1 ahe is muh smaller than L2. In a few ases, the fullyassoiative ahe atually performs worse than the 2-wayassoiative ahe. This an be seen in the L1 ahe for theoriginal and one-level bloked versions of mm. This phe-nomenon is a known defet of the LRU replaement pol-

iy [24℄. It happens beause a row of matrix C and a row ofmatrix A together just exeed the ahe size, so that eahelement of C is evited from the fully assoiative ahe justbefore it would be reused. In the two-way ahe, a more re-ently used value is evited in many ases, keeping the valueof C in ahe for the next use. This e�et is very spei�to partiular ombinations of problem size, ahe size, andaess pattern, and does not happen in most of the asesshown in Figure 10.Seond, the ahe onit miss e�et is muh more severefor the bloked and reursive versions than for the originalversions, exept for bloked lu. This is beause the workingsets of the original versions of mm and lu are muh largerthan the L1 ahe, so that ahe onit misses are over-shadowed by apaity misses. The same is true for blokedlu beause only one loop dimension is bloked in lu. Thee�et of L1 ahe onits on bloking and reursion arelearly seen in Figure 10()-(e). When the blok sizes or re-ursion base sizes beome small enough so that the workingset �ts in L1 ahe, L1 ahe misses derease dramatiallyin the fully assoiative ahe, but start to inrease steadilyin the 2-way assoiative ahe.The above results indiate that tehniques proposed tomanage onit misses for bloked odes [17, 8℄ ould beimportant for reursion as well. Inluding suh tehniquesin the reursion transformation is outside the sope of this



paper. Reently however, Gatlin and Carter [12℄ showedthat the performane of divide-and-onquer programs anbe greatly enhaned by hoosing whether or not to applyonit redution tehniques (e.g., data opying) at eahreursive level, based on arhitetural parameters.All of these results suggest that it is important to exam-ine the inherent bene�ts of reursion and bloking, in theabsene of onit misses. We an study this question fora range of reursion base sizes and blok sizes, using theresults for the fully assoiative ahe in Figure 11 ()-(e).These results show that for the reursive versions, after thereursion base working set �ts in L2 ahe, further inreas-ing reursion depth leaves the L2 ahe misses relativelyonstant. The same onlusion also holds for the L1 ahe.This enables us to inrease reursion depth until the work-ing set �ts in the smallest ahe, therefore ahieving the bestperformane for multiple levels of ahe simultaneously. Inontrast, for the bloked versions, after the working set �tsin L2 ahe, further reduing the blok size makes L2 missesinrease steadily (beause of lost inter-blok reuse). There-fore if we hoose the blok size so that the working set �ts inthe smallest ahe, we annot ahieve the best performanefor the larger ahes. Either multi-level bloking is needed,or a ompromise must be made to hoose a blok size thatahieves the best overall performane with non-optimal per-formane for some levels of ahes.5 Related WorkTo the best of our knowledge, no previous ompiler workexists that automatially onverts existing loops into re-ursive form. If that is true, this represents a new om-piler transformation with multiple potential appliations,inluding loality management for memory hierarhies ande�etive parallelization for shared memory systems. As de-sribed in the Introdution, researhers have applied reur-sion by hand for both single-proessor and shared-memorymultiproessor odes [13, 21, 10, 12, 2℄. The variety of ex-perimental bene�ts these studies have demonstrated, as wellas the theoretial results of Frigo et al. [10℄, provide strongmotivation for developing ompiler support to make thistransformation more widely aessible to appliation pro-grammers.A number of ode transformations have been proposedfor improving loality in programs, inluding bloking, loopfusion, loop interhange, and loop reversal [11, 30, 29, 17,4, 18, 8, 25℄. The reursion transformation (as used here)is essentially a form of bloking, with two key di�erenes.First, it ombines the e�et of bloking at multiple di�erentlevels into a single transformation. Seond, the reursiontransformation uni�es both bloking and loop fusion whenapplied to multiple di�erent loop nests.One disadvantage of most ompiler algorithms for blok-ing (as well as the other ontrol struture transformationsdesribed above) is that they are limited by the loop neststruture of the original program. For example, before au-tomati loop bloking an be performed on LU, a ompilermust �rst perform index-set splitting, strip-mining, and loopinterhange to obtain a loop struture amenable to blok-ing [5℄. Wolf and Lam [29℄ present a uni�ed algorithm thatselets suh ompound sequenes of transformations diretlyusing a model of reuse in loops. Kodukula et al. [16℄ pro-posed an alternative approah alled data shakling, wherea tiling transformation on a loop-nest is desribed in termsof a tiling of key arrays in the loop nest (a data shakle).Multi-level bloking is desribed by omposing multiple data

shakles. This approah is independent of the original on-trol struture. Like the data shakling approah, the re-ursion transformation diretly transforms a loop nest (e.g.,the one in LU mentioned above) into a reursively blokedstruture in a single transformation, using an algorithm thatis independent of loop struture.A key advantage of bloking over reursion is that muhsmaller blok sizes an be used with bloking (inludingbloking for registers [6℄), whereas reursion would inurhigh overhead for very small blok sizes. This suggests thatit might be bene�ial to use bloking within the base-aseode to ahieve small blok sizes, while using the reursivestruture to ahieve the e�et of multi-level bloking.Rosser and Pugh [27, 28℄ proposed iteration spae sli-ing, whih is a powerful tehnique that uses transitive de-pendene analysis to ahieve loop transformations indepen-dent of the original loop ontrol struture. They appliediteration spae sliing for improving ahe loality, primar-ily by using it to fuse di�erent loop nests. We have usediteration spae sliing in our reursion transformation. Theloop fusion e�et we obtain follows diretly from this use ofiteration spae sliing.Finally, the automati reursion transformation an playan important omplementary role to several reursive dataorganizing tehniques that have been proposed [7, 20℄. Forexample, Chatterjee et al. show that reursive reordering ofdata produes signi�ant performane bene�ts on modernmemory hierarhies, and they argue that reursive ontrolstrutures may be needed to fully exploit their potential.Conversely, we believe that our work an speially bene-�t from suh data reorganizing tehniques by mathing thedata organization arefully to the omputation order. Thisis a rih avenue for further researh.6 Summary and Future WorkThis paper presents a new ompiler transformation thatonverts ordinary loop nests into reursive form automati-ally. Evidene from previous researh shows that suh atransformation is of potential value for several di�erent pur-poses. We apply this transformation to improve loalityfor uniproessor ahe hierarhies. Our preliminary experi-ments indiate that the transformation is powerful enoughto transform omplex loop nests, and ahieves substantialbene�ts on several linear algebra odes even for a simpletwo-level ahe hierarhy.This paper also presents a new, very eÆient algorithmfor omputing transitive dependene information on a de-pendene graph. The new algorithm makes the reursiontransformation very fast in pratie. Moreover, transitivedependene analysis is a powerful tehnique that has muhwider appliability beyond the transformation presented here.The wider potential of both the reursion transformationand of transitive dependene analysis suggests that furtherresearh on these tehniques ould be very fruitful. Onediretion we plan to pursue is to explore the bene�ts ofombining reursive data organizations with the reursiontransformation, as disussed in Setion 5. A seond dire-tion would be to explore how the reursion transformationan be extended to parallel shared memory (e.g., OpenMP)appliations. Finally, it would be interesting to examine howtransitive dependene analysis ould be used to improve ex-isting ompiler optimizations or support new ones.
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